• Bioengineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/bioengineering-bse)
• Biomedical Science, BAS (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/biomedical-science-bas)
• Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/chemical-biomolecular-engineering-bse)
• Computational Biology, BAS (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/computational-biology-bas)
• Computer and Cognitive Science, BAS (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/computer-cognitive-science-bas)
• Computer Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/computer-engineering-bse)
• Computer Science, BAS (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/computer-science-bas)
• Computer Science, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/computer-science-bse)
• Digital Media Design, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/digital-media-design-bse)
• Electrical Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/electrical-engineering-bse)
• Individualized Program, BAS (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/individualized-bas)
• Materials Science and Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/materials-science-engineering-bse)
• Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/mechanical-engineering-applied-mechanics-bse)
• Networked and Social Systems Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/networked-social-systems-engineering-bse)
• Systems Science and Engineering, BSE (http://catalog.upenn.edu/undergraduate/programs/systems-science-engineering-bse)